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Feedback Survey Debrief
Based on the responses from the survey released in December 2017, we would like to address the
following 4 points:
1. R
 ole of B+MMSA/BCC/RHL
2. M
 embership Fee
3. Events
4. C
 ommunication Channels
These points were selected from the survey due to either misunderstandings regarding the topic or
where there was split opinions regarding how to proceed with membership structure.

Role of B+MMSA/BCC/RHL
The B+MMSA is the official student association for the B+MM program. Unlike AUS or SUS, however, we
are not a faculty-associated student society, thus we operate as an AMS-constituted club. This is due to
the fact that B+MM students do not belong to a specific faculty and are neither undergraduate nor
master students, which unfortunately keeps us in a grey area administratively. We receive $0 funding
from any entity and all of our events/programs are driven solely by revenues from a $15 membership
and event ticket sales.
Despite this issue, we strive to maintain the highest quality for our events to support the professional
development of B+MM students while aiming to foster a sense of community within such a diverse and
widely situated group of students. Given the number of highly positive comments from those that have
attended our events so far we believe we are on the right track:
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The role of B+MMSA is to:
●

Spearhead the creation and management of student experience through events and programs;

●

Mediate communication/feedback between the student body and B+MM faculty/staff
members; and

●

Represent the interest of B+MM student body by leading initiatives to improve the B+MM
learning experience (past examples include playing an active role in the new PJWB development
and advocate for more COOL postings for B+MM).

To identify the distinction between RHL and BCC, please visit this link.
Lastly, we would like to clarify that B+MMSA is not a part of the Commerce Undergraduate Society
(CUS). CUS is the official student society for undergraduate Sauder students, and since we are only part
of Sauder as Master students, we do not have access to CUS services. That being said, we are developing
a relationship with CUS and exploring the possibility of event collaboration as well as gaining access to
CUS-related events.
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Membership Fee
One of the topics that resulted in divided opinions was whether or not the $15 membership fee should
be included as part of the B+MM program tuition, with the option to opt out if you wished. Our reason
for wanting to include the fee in the tuition is that, currently, due to budget restrictions, we have
prioritised professional over social events. This is something that we are looking to address this term.

The survey indicates that 40% were in favour of the
included fee, while 60% opposed it. The main reasons for
opposition were that opting out is a hassle and that the
program is already expensive enough. These are very valid
points, however, given these responses, it may be of
interest to many that currently, you will pay $250 to the
MM Society when you reach the masters portion of the
degree, with no option to opt out.

Due to the response on our survey, we are not going to be
adding an additional fee to your tuition. Instead we are putting forward a proposal to RHL such that the
$250 paid to the MM Society is split between the MM Society and the B+MMSA. We will be sharing the
details of the proposed split in February and will publish the proposal so that all B+MM students can
read it and provide their support or lack thereof. The ultimate goal of this proposal is to identify a fair
appropriation of your tuition to maximise your experience in the program and it is our belief that your
time as an undergrad is just as important to your career development, if not more so, than the ultimate
6 months in the MM.
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Events
Given that 65% of those that took the survey would like to see more social events as part of our
programming, we will be adding more social events this coming term, as a way to develop the
community within the B+MM program.

It must be noted, however, that due to our limited budget and priority towards providing high quality
professional events, these social events cannot be funded by the B+MMSA. Nonetheless, we are happy
to organize them and give members the chance to get to know each other outside of the more formal
professional/class settings. Our first event is Dinner + Skate Night on Sunday, 28th January @ 6pm at
the Doug Mitchell Thunderbird Sports Centre.

To help with the additional social events, we will be expanding our events team next academic year.
Currently we have 2 VP Events as part of the executive team that work together on both professional
and social events. Next year we will be splitting these positions so that 1 VP Event will be in charge of
our social programming and the other will be in charge of the professional events. Each of the VP Events
will hire an assistant to help with the event organising, thus allowing more B+MM students a chance to
get involved with the association.
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International Opportunities
Through the report, we received additional feedback that B+MM students would be interested in
international opportunities such as community development work. Although we do not currently have
the resources to facilitate these types of trips, we hope to explore the possibility of including them in
our programming as the association becomes more established in future years.

Communication Channels
B+MMSA communicates with the B+MM student body through the following channels:

To sign up for our B+MMSA broadcasts, you can email us at info@bmmsa.org with your full name, year
level and faculty.

Follow us on social media:

@bmmsaubc

@ubcbmmsa

@ubc_bmmsa
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NOTE: The B+MMSA does not have access to your email address unless you voluntarily provide it to us.
This is why we communicate through the RHL or BCC as they have an entire list of the B+MM students'
emails.

To get a full list of our events, you can visit our website at www.bmmsa.org and go to the events tab.
We are aware that there are many areas we can improve on with regards to our communication. One
piece of feedback we received from the survey is to increase our classroom presence. To address this,
we have decided to create B+MMSA “class reps” or “class ambassadors” who will be responsible to
mediate any communication between B+MMSA and that particular class. If you are interested in this
role or have any suggestions, please email us at info@bmmsa.org.
Interested in becoming part of the B+MMSA team and actively contributing in developing programs for
the B+MM community? If so, here’s what you can do:
●

Attend our open meetings. Our meetings are open to all members every first meeting of the
month. From Jan - March 2018, meetings will run every Tuesday from 5.30 - 6.30 pm at our
office in NEST 3302H.

●

Reach out to current executives and arrange coffee chats. Email info@bmmsa.org and we can
connect you to the right person.

●

Look out for news on the upcoming AGM and elections that will take place on March 5th.

We hope this survey debrief is beneficial to you and clarifies a few things. B+MMSA really wants to be
the best student association possible, so we encourage you to attend events, participate in programs
and get involved with us! We look forward to meeting you and getting to know you personally!
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